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Dental Laboratory Professionals
“With Ultaire, we truly take them off the puck and take off some sprues and some supports and snap them on
the model and they fit.”
“Our experience with Solvay with training and onboarding … has been really great. Probably one of the best
experiences with a new product and a new company in the dental space. I’m hopeful that this will replace
metal in our business because … this is kind of the last step in partials frameworks in which we’re truly doing
it digital.”
-BJ Kowalski, President, ROE Dental Laboratory, Independence, Ohio, USA
“The Ultaire product fills a nice gap in between what’s currently available. Metal partial frames are typically
too stiff, too rigid, and are a tooth-born solution. Flexible partial frames can be too flexible and not provide
the retention needed as a tissue-born solution. Ultaire splits the difference in between the two and delivers
a much stronger product that’s able to withstand what it needs to, to be effective in the mouth.”
“As far as the time savings goes, each lab is going to be different based on the way they produce their
products. But one thing that is a given with the Ultaire product, you should be able to produce these in
20 minutes. Take that compared to what you’re doing currently, and you’ll be surprised.”
“Solvay has been great to work with. Their engineering team is phenomenal and their knowledge of the
product is unlike anything that we’ve dealt with in the past.”
-Scott Udell, CDT, CEO, Udell Dental Laboratory, Minneapolis, Minnesota, USA
“Ultaire really makes a paradigm shift and is an added value to our lab. So, we’re very fortunate to have a
high-end product that we can make so efficiently.”
“When you talk to the patients that have a metal partial, they feel heavy, they taste bad, they feel like they
can’t clean them, they feel like it doesn’t belong in their mouth. Also, metal partials wear their teeth out. The
clasps don’t feel right. The fit changes as they go along. One of the most enlightening moments was seeing the
first Ultaire frame go into the patient’s mouth. She instantly smiled and began to cry. She said, ‘It already feels
better than anything I’ve ever had.’ It was amazing. Being a part of that and bringing that to the patient is why
I work here.”
-Marcello Allegra, Director of Sales & Marketing, Jason J. Kim Dental Aesthetics,
Port Washington, New York, USA
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“When we first milled an Ultaire removable partial denture, we were very, very excited. The fit is superior in
our minds than a metal partial. It looks much nicer. It’s very easy to work with Ultaire. We have had zero
issues incorporating it into our normal workflow. It looks nice. It doesn’t absorb any stains, and it doesn’t
absorb any odors. We are very, very happy that Ultaire is on the market now.”
-Gary Iocco, CEO, Dimension Dental Design, Hastings, Minnesota, USA
Dentists
“The other metal-free options that I’ve used are flimsy. They also need a lot of adjusting, so that’s affecting me
as a clinician because I want to practice in an efficient way and I don’t want to spend visit after visit adjusting a
material that doesn’t really adjust very well. So, because the Ultaire material is so rigid, and because it needs
such little adjusting, it’s actually allowing me to provide a better product in a more efficient way, which is ideal
for a dentist.”
-Lee Gause, DDS, Smile Design Manhattan, New York, New York, USA
“We see a lot of patients with different kinds of allergies. For these patients, we need to come with materials
that are biocompatible to the body. We’ve had a great response from patients with Ultaire – how it feels and
how it looks, and it offers the complete elimination of metals.”
-Vladimir Pastouk, DDS, Cleveland Center for Integrative Dentistry, Cleveland, Ohio, USA
Patients
“The new Ultaire option was different. It was comfortable, smooth. You actually taste what your foods are and
not that additional [metallic] taste. It was easy to chew. Speaking was good. With the Ultaire one, I felt more
comfortable and it felt real natural.”
“It blended closer in with the teeth color, which made it nice. People were really surprised; they didn’t notice
it. A lot of people were saying, ‘You have a really nice smile.’”
-Ultaire™ AKP Patient
“I forget that I even have the Ultaire partial denture in my mouth. It feels like it’s a part of me. It doesn’t
irritate me whatsoever, and now I’m able to eat the foods that I was not able to eat when I had the metal
lower denture.”
-Ultaire™ AKP Patient
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